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$1. INTRODUCTION 
IN [2], Gromov introduced the notion of the bounded cohomology H,*(M; W) of a manifold 
M. This is the cohomology of the complex of singular cochains I$ which have the property: 
There exists a constant c such that I+(a)/ < c for any singular simplex CJ. 
H,*(M; IR) carries a natural pseudonorm 11 /loo, defined by 
This captures a lot of geometric information not available from H*(M; 02). Furthermore, 
some bounded cohomology classes arise in geometrically interesting ways. For instance, if 
M is a manifold of negative curvature, then the natural map H,*(M; R)+H*(M; FS) is 
surjective in dimensions greater than 1. 
There is a group-theoretic analogue of bounded cohomology, which is discussed in [l]. 
If F is a discrete group, let C,k(F) = v : Tk+ R: f has bounded range}. 
Note that the formula for the Eilenberg-MacLane operator 
vkk . .? a) =f(g,, . . ..gk)+ ~(-l)lf(g,,...,g;-lg,,...,g~)+(-1)k+lf(go,’.’,g,-,) 
i= I 
shows that Sf is bounded if f is. (Note that our conventions differ slightly from [ 11.) The 
cohomology of the complex (C’,“(F), S} is the bounded cohomology of F, denoted H;(F; R). 
In [I], [2] it is shown that: 
THEOREM 1.1. 
H,*(M; R) Y H;@,(M); R). 
In[l], we used the group theoretic description of bounded cohomology to show that 
if M is a wedge of m 2 2 circles (so that n,(M) is a free group on n generators), Hb2(M; R) 
is infinitely generated. 
In this paper, we extend these results to Mg a compact, oriented surface of genus g > 1. 
In particular, we show: 
THEOREM 1.2. 
Hh’(MP; R) is injinitely generated. 
tThe first author was partially supported by NSF grant MCS81 02747. 
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The class of cocycles constructed in 1.2 can be enlarged greatly by pulling back 
cohomology classes via maps between surfaces A4g and M8’, and between Mg and wedges 
of circles. For instance, for all g > 2, MS is a finite covering space of M’, so that the 
induced map Hb2(M2; [W)-,H,‘(Mg; [w) is an isomorphism ([2], p. 57). It is not hard to see 
that the construction of Theorem 1.2 applied to M’ and Mg gives linearly independent 
classes in Hb2(M2; rW). Thus, Theorem 1.2 provides Hb2(M2; rW) with a very rich structure. 
The proof of Theorem 1.2 follows the same general outlines as [l]. However, the relation 
in the group I-g = n,(Mg) introduces some technical complications which do not appear in 
the free groups. To solve these problems, we describe in 52 a method for placing an element 
of P in a “standard form”. This method was originally developed in [3]. Then in 93 we show 
that this standard form is sufficiently well-behaved under composition to yield Theorem 1.2. 
52. THE STANDARD REPRESENTATION OF WORDS 
Our aim is to imitate the construction of[l] for cochains in Ker (Hb’(J’,)-+H2(F,,)), where 
F, is the free group on n generators. These cochains were the functions 6/r,, - 6/r,.- ,, where 
w E F,, is some fixed word in the generators and h,(x) is the 1-cochain which counts the 
number of occurrences of w in x E Fn when x is written as a reduced word in the generators. 
To define such a counting function for surface groups we need a standardized representation 
of a typical group element x as a product of generators. This problem was solved in [3] by 
finding a method of standardizing the choice of shortest representative for x. Let 
be the standard presentation of the fundamental group of a surface of genus g. The graph 
of r is the set G whose vertices are points x, x E T, and whose edges are the lines which join 
x to y whenever y - ‘x E I?, = {a, bi, a,-‘, bi - ‘}f= ,. Such an oriented edge is labelled by the 
corresponding enerator. A word in To may be thought of as a path in G, reading the edges 
in the order that they are traversed from left to right. If w represents a path, the length of 
W, denoted by Iw(, is the number ofedges it contains. A path is said to be shortest if it contains 
the least possible number of edges among all paths joining the same endpoints. If x E I’, 
denote by 1(x 11 the length of the shortest path joining the identity to x. Notice that trivially 
Ilx II = /Ix-‘Il. 
The graph G is made up of basic polygons P which correspond to the defining relation 
I? a,biai-‘bi- ’ = id, see Fig. 1. An R-cycle (respectively L-cycle) of length k in a word w is 
1=I 
a sequence of k letters in w which occur as a sequence of k consecutive dges in dP traversed 
clockwise (respectively anti-clockwise). For example, a,& - ‘a, - ’ is an R-cycle of length 
three. It is clear that an R-cycle g, . . gp has a complementary L-cycle f, . f4n_p, where 
gi . . . g,, =f, . . .f4g_p in I?. The paths g, . . . gp, f, . . . f4g_p, are just the paths around aP in 
opposite directions. 
Suppose P, Q are polygons in G with a common edge, and that A c_ dP, B s aQ are 
both right or both left cycles in aP, aQ with one common vertex (the end of A and the 
beginning of B). Then A and B are called consecutive right or left cycles. An R-chain of type 
k,, k2, . , k,, k,E N, is a sequence of n 2 2 consecutive R-cycles of lengths k,, k2, . , k,. Such 
a chain always constitutes part of the clockwise boundary of a chain of polygons 
P,lJ...U P, in G, where P, and P,,, intersect along one edge, i = 1, . . ., n - 1, and 
P, n P, = 4 otherwise, as in Fig. 2. (If the chain represents the trivial word, then we have 
P, UP,, + $ also, but this case will not be of interest.) Replacing the R-chain by the sequence 
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Fig. 1. Basic Polygon for g = 2. 
on n L-cycles which represent he complementary part of a(P, U . . . UP,), traversed anti- 
clockwise, we obtain the complementary L-chain which is of type 4g - k, - 1, 
4g - k, - 2, . . ., 4g - k, _ , - 2,4g - k, - 1. 
THEOREM 2.1 ([3] Theorem 3.5). Any element x E r is uniquely expressible as a word w in 
the generators I-, = (a, bi, ai- ‘, bib ‘}j’_ , satisfying the following rules: 
Rule 1. There are no occurrences gg -‘, g E I-,,, in w; in other words w is reduced. 
Rule 2. There are no cycles of length > 2g in w. 
Rule 3. There are no L-cycles of length 2g in w. 
Rule 4. There are no R-chains of type 2g, 2g - 1, . . . ,2g - 1,2g in w. 
Moreover any word satisfying the above rules is a shortest path. 
We call a sequence satisfying these rules admissible, and if x E r is expressed in this way 
we say it is in standardform. Notice that because of rules 3 and 4, x = g, . . . g, may be in 
standardformwhilex-‘=g,-‘...g,-’ is not. Notice also that Rules l-4 give an effective 
procedure for putting a word into standard form, for instance, an R-chain of type 
2g. 2g - 1, . . ., 2g - 1,2g violating Rule 4 may be replaced by an L-chain of type 
2g - 1. . . ., 2g - 1, which has shorter length. 
Let $2‘ be a word in the generators. Following [l], we define h,(x), x E I-, to be the 
number of times that w occurs as a subword in the admissible word representing x. If X 
is any word in the generators, not necessarily admissible, let H,.(X) be the function which 
counts occurrences of u’ in X. 
Define f”(x) = h,.(x) - h,.(x -I) - h,.- ,(x) + h,- ,(x -‘) and let F, be the corresponding 
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function with H,. replacing h,.. In this way we ensure that SW(x) =fH -,(x -‘) even though 
in general h,.(x) * A,._ ,(x -I). 
The difficulty in imitating the proof in [l] is that X,, Xz may be admissible while X,X, 
is not, even when there is no cancellation at the join. For example, in joining the words 
we might create a cycle of length 2g + 1. The idea of our method is that if w is chosen 
carefully then the changes involved in reducing X,X, to standard form are essentially either 
long cancellations or replacements of chains and cycles by complementary chains and 
cycles. If M’ is chosen to contain no cycles and there is no cancellation at the join of X, 
and X1 then lh,.(X,X,) - H,,,(X,X,)l b is ounded in terms of w. The details of all this are 
contained in the next section. 
53. CONSTRUCTION OF THE COCHAINS 
To prove Theorem 1.2 the main work is to construct an infinite number of 1 -cochains 
fon r with the property thatfis unbounded but Sfis bounded. As indicated in the previous 
section. such cochains will be of the formfw, where w is a word in the generators which 
contains no cycles of lengths greater than 1. 
Throughout this section, we assume w is reduced and contains no cycles of length 
greater than 1, and we define h,, fw, as in Sect. 2. For convenience we write X for x - ‘, x E I-. 
If X is a sequence of generators x, . . . x,,, we let 1x1 = n and write 2 for the sequence 
x, . . .x,. 
The main technical results are as follows: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. With the definitions and conventions above, f, is an unboundedfunction 
on I-. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. With f, as above, Sfw is a bounded function on r x r. 
Proof of 3.1. Notice that because of the conditions on w both w = wr . . . wp and 
$ = ;> 
P”’ C, are admissible. Suppose that the standard form of x EI- is x = x, . . . x,,, xireTo 
and that x, . . . x, contains no cycles of length greater than 3. Then X, . . . 2, is also in 
standard form. Hence trivially 
and so 
h,(x) = ha(x), h,(Z) = h,(x), 
fw(x) = 2(h,(x) - ha(x)). 
It is clear that one can produce words x for which h,(x) = 0 while h,.(x) is arbitrarily 
large. for example X, MJX~UJ . . X,,w, by choosing the X, to be admissible sequences uch that 
no occurrences of MI or 6 overlap into the Xi. This completes the proof. 
We begin the proof of Proposition 3.2 with some easy observations. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let X, Y be words in r not necessarily in standard form. Then 
(H,.(X) + H,.(Y) - H,.(XY)I < (w (. 
Proqf. Any difference between H,.(X) + HJ Y) and H,,.(XY) must occur because an 
occurrence of M’ overlaps the join of X and Y. There are clearly only /WI- 1 places where 
such an occurrence can begin. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let X be a word in standard form and let g E To. Then 
((\Xg /( - (IX(I( I 1 and IU-Q) - h,,.V)l I 1. 
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Proof. If either X ends in 2 or if Xg is already in standard form the result is clear. 
Otherwise X = X,E where E is a cycle or chain with Eg inadmissible. Let F be the 
complementary cycle or chain. Then X,F is the standard form of Xg. Since IV contains no 
cycles but E, F consist entirely of cycles of length at least 3, the result follows. 
COROLLARY. rf X,, X2 are in standard form and /(X,X2 // I 1 then / 11 X, i/ - ,iX,i\ / < 1. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let A’, Y, U, V, W be words in standardform such that XY is in standard 
form and so that U = _!?, V = p and W = XY in r. Then 
I&( VU) - h,( W>( I 2. 
Proof. We have 1 WI = [XYl = 1x1 + IY\ = IUI + IV1 = IVUI. Hence VU and W have 
the same length and both represent XY. Thus the changes involved in converting from VU 
to W must consist in replacing cycles or chains by complementary cycles or chains of the 
same length, since all other changes are strictly length reducing. The only place at which 
such a change may be necessary overlaps the join of V and U. Thus we change at most 
one cycle or chain, which consists entirely of cycles of length 2g - 1 or 2g, and hence 
change at most 2 occurrences of w. 
Proof of Proposition 3.2. Since 6f,(X,, X,) = fw(X,) + fw(X,) - fJX,X,) we need to 
compare fw(X,) + fw(X,) with fw(X,X,). Our approach is to show that the general case can 
be reduced to one of the following situations: 
Case 1. X,, X, and X,X, are all admissible. 
Case 2. X,, X, are admissible and II X,X,/j I 1. 
Case 3. When X,, X,, y, $ are written in standard form there are violations of rules 
2, 3, 4 at the joins of X,X, and ,!?*Z,. These violations contain cycles of lengths at most 
4g-2. 
Let us begin by taking these cases separately. 
Case 1. By Lemma 3.3, 
(h,(X,X,) - h,(X,) - h,(X,)( I /WI and similarly for U,. 
By Lemma 3.5, if the standard form of 2; is Z,, i = 1,2, then 
IWZJ,) - hdX,&)I 5 2 
and so 
Ih,(X,) - h,(z,) - h,v(%?)l I 2 + ~JU-GZ,) - H,(Z,) - %(Zz)l I 2 + (w 1 
by Lemma 3.3. Arguing similarly for G and combining all the inequalities one gets that 
f,(X,, Xz) is bounded. 
Case 2. We have that either X,X, = id or X,X2 = g, g E To. In the first case. 
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f;,.(X,X,) =.f;,.(id) = 0 and 
fwW,> +uf,) = UX,) - h&f,) - h,(f,) + h.0,) + h,.(X,) - h,(X,) - h&F*) + h&Q 
= H,.(X,) - H,(X,) - H”.(X,) + H,(XJ + HJXJ - H$(X,) - H,(X,) + HJX,) = 0 
since f2 = X,, 8, = Xz and X,, X, are in standard form. 
Thus &(X,, X,) = a. 
Now if X,X, = g we see by the above that S&,(X;, X,) = 0 where Xi = 2X,. By Lemma 
3.4 the expression for SS,. changes by at most 4 when Xi is replaced by X,. 
Case 3. Let X, = V,e, . . . eP, X, = eP+ , . . . e,V,, where e, . . . e4 is the maximum cycle 
across the join of X, and X,. Let 1; . . .f, be the complementary cycle. By assumption, 
2 5 r I 2g and I = 2g only if e, . . . e4 is an L-cycle. 
It is clear that V,f; . . .frV2 can only fail to be admissible if an R-chain of type 
2g, 2g - 1,. . ., 2g - 1, 2g is created across the joins. The cycle fi . . .fr cannot extend in 
either direction, and so either V, ends with an R-chain of type 2g, 2g - 1,. . ., 2g - 1 or 
V, beings with a 2g - 1,. . ., 2g - 1, 2g chain. In the first situation, since fi . . .fi is 
consecutive to the last cycle in V,, V,el must end with an R-chain of type 2g, 2g - 1, . . ., 
2g - 1, 2g, which is impossible. The second case is similar. 
Therefore V& . .f,V, is admissible and Ih,(X,X,) - H,(X,X,)l I 2. Similar reasoning 
holds for M: and the inverse words Tz2, R,. 
Finally let us make the reduction of the general case. Given X, Y in standard form we 
shall split X, Y as X,X,, Y,Y,, in such a way that IlX,Y,l/ I 1 and the pair Xi, Y, fall into 
Case 1 or Case 3, where Xi is the standard form of X,X,Y,. It then follows easily from 
the results above that Sf,.(X, Y) is bounded. 
Let X=x,...x,, Y=y ,... y,,,, xi, JJ,ET~. If l/xk...x,y ,... y,l/>lVk, 1 then let 
X, = Yz = 4, otherwise set 
N = max(k : llxk. . . x,y, . . . y,ll I 1 for some I>. 
Choose I = I, such that 11~~. . . y,JJ I 1. By the Corollary to Lemma 3.4, (N - ,,,I I: 1 and 
so the choice of I, is unique. 
Now let X,=xn...xN+,, X2=xN...x,, Y,=y ,... y,,,, Yi=yb+i . ..y.,,. Byconstruc- 
tion, llXzYzll I 1. 
Suppose Xz Y, = id. If a cycle of length 4g - 1 occurs at the join of Xi, Y,, then there 
are IV’<N, /‘<I,, with llxN...yyIJ<l, which is impossible. The same is true if 
XzY2 = g E To and Xs = Xi is in standard form. 
If X, Y, = g and X,g is not admissible, then Xi ends in a cycle complementary to the 
end ofi,g. If Xi Y, contains a cycle of length 4g - 1 at the join, then Yi runs along the 
path gX, for a length at least 2g - 1, again contradicting the choice of N. 
Similar reasoning applies to the join of the inverse words representing F,,, 8;. 
This completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Fix a generator h E I-,. We can clearly choose infinitely many 
distinct words w,. i = 1,2, . . ., such that for all i: 
(1) NJ, never contains h or 6. 
(2) JM.,I 2 2. 
(3) )i’, #g’ for g E TO. 
(4) MI, # G,, for any j. 
(5) h~l.,/r is admissible and contains no cycles of length four. 
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We shall show that under these conditions, Sfw,, . . , 6fk.,, . . . are linearly independent 
as bounded cohomology classes. For otherwise, there is a relation 
m,afK, + m26fk., +, . . + m,6,, = 61, where I is a bounded function on I. But then 
d(m,f,, +. . . 4 mkfw, - 1) = 0 so that m,f*,, + . . + mkfH,, - I is a homorphism F.-R. The 
homorphisms F+Iw are linear combinations of the functions f,, g E To, so that 
I = mJ,, + . + rn&,, - 2 j.&. 
F?O 
Now whenever x is an admissible word containing no cycles of length four, 
fs(x) +fe(x> = 0 for g EF,,. Restricting our attention to the value of I on such x, we 
may adjust the coefficients & so that at most one of &, Li is non-zero. 
Suppose that ,$ # 0 for some g E To. Then fp(gn) = n and f,(g”) = 0 for g’ # g, 2. Also 
fkl,(g”) = 0 for all i since by assumption wi # g’ for any r. Thus f(g”) = n which is impossible 
since I is bounded. 
Secondly, suppose that & = 0 for all g E I,,. Pick IV, with mi z 0. By assumption (3), 
(hw,)” is admissible and contains no four cycles, thus 
Since h, L$w, and since wj # Wi by assumption (4) 
fw,((hwi)“) = 0 whenever i # i. 
Thus I((hw,)“) = min which is again impossible. 
This completes the proof. 
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